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Crazy questions and comments.
So, Mr. Salber, what do we need for your class?

● Writing utensil
● Paper, notebook, or binder (your preference)
● Laptop, tablet, et al with access to google classroom and Zoom (your preference but the school will

provide a Chromebook)
● Additional items to complete projects as needed.

How much stuff will you teach this year?

I will first give you an introduction to the course starting today and then I have the course broken down into the
following sections for the school year.

Intro to course
Exploration of Americas
American Colonies
The American Revolution
The American Constitution
The Early Republic
Age of Jackson
Manifest Destiny
Sectionalism and Reform
Civil War
Reconstruction

Homework!? Are you going to assign a lot?

Well, this is school so yes, I will assign homework. We will also have several projects about Bill and his
Journey through early America.

Will we have tests?

Although I am not a fan of testing and the academic emphasis put on testing, I am obligated to assess you and
your knowledge throughout the year in the form of formal assessments and informal quizzes. So yes

You do group work… We get to pick our own groups, right?

That will be TBD. You are young adults (almost), and I would like to treat you as young adults and allow you
the privilege of choosing who you can work with, but you must first act like responsible young adults.

Mr. Salber, I did my one-page paper, and you still gave me a bad grade. How come?



Well, let’s take a look at that paper… I know all about font sizes, creative line spacing, margin manipulations
and all that stuff. Don’t embarrass yourself by trying that.

What’s this giant circle on my paper?

Uh, that would be your grade and that would also be my zero tolerance for plagiarism. Note to all students: The
internet has made it so much easier for you as students to research information. However, if you search for
information and copy and paste it, I can find it too. If you still decide to try and copy and paste an assignment I
will copy and paste this 0 to your paper.

Mr. Salber, I am just not getting this material. I’m going to fail today’s test…

Wow, well I can’t help you now, but for the next test or project maybe you should ask me for help. I will make
myself available physically or virtually, so please don’t wait until the last minute to ask for help.

Mr. Salber, my printer isn’t working. It’s okay to hand my paper in tomorrow, right?

Ah, no. You need to get your assignment to me on time. I will give you plenty of notice for all your
assignments, so I expect them to be handed in on time.  If you do turn in work late the highest grade you can
receive is a 70.

Mr. Salber, you seemed very upset when my cell phone went off in class the other day. How come?

Yes, I was very upset. This is a classroom. We will use technology in the classroom, but put your phones away,
on silent or airplane mode or off. It should NEVER go off in class.

I forgot to complete several of my assignments and don’t want to fail. Is there anything I can do for extra
credit?

No, now get away before I call security. Seriously, if you did not take time out of your schedule to do the
mandatory assignments, I am not going to take time out of mine to create new assignments to boost your grade.
If you have done ALL your assignments and need a little boost, then and only then can you talk to me about
extra credit.

Mr. Salber, I am really tired. Do you mind if I sleep in class?

Oh, sorry this is not kindergarten. I did not put “nap time” in my lesson plans.

Man Mr. Salber you seem really mean and unreasonable. Will I enjoy your class?

Actually, I am a big ray of sunshine with sugar on top, as long as you come to class with your homework done
and you don’t try to pull off any nonsense described above. If you are willing to play along this can be a
rewarding class. If you do what you are supposed to, this class can be challenging, enriching, rewarding and
(gulp) fun.



Joe Smith

The Cold War

The Cold War is the name given to the relationship

that developed primarily between the USA and the

USSR after World War Two. The Cold War was to

dominate international affairs for decades and many

major crises occurred - the Cuban Missile Crisis,

Vietnam, Hungary and the Berlin Wall being just some.

For many the growth in weapons of mass destruction

was the most worrying issue.


